
Developing Skill Guide To 3v3 Soccer
Coaching
Soccer, also known as football, is a sport loved by millions across the globe. It
captivates both young and old, and fosters teamwork, discipline, and skill
development. As a coach, your role is crucial in shaping the future of these young
athletes. This article will provide a comprehensive guide on developing skills in
3v3 soccer coaching, equipping you with the knowledge and strategies to
maximize your players' potential.

Why Focus on 3v3 Soccer Coaching?

3v3 soccer is a popular and effective way to develop skills in young players. This
format enhances decision-making, communication, and quick thinking, as players
are constantly presented with game-like scenarios. By embracing this small-sided
game, coaches can create an environment conducive to skill development and
innovation.
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When planning your 3v3 soccer coaching sessions, it's essential to incorporate
drills and strategies that focus on skill development. The following are some key
areas to consider:

1. Dribbling and Ball Control

Dribbling is one of the most fundamental skills in soccer. Encourage your players
to develop their ball control and dribbling technique through various exercises.
Incorporate drills that simulate game situations, such as 1v1 challenges or small-
sided games with limited space. This will improve their ability to protect the ball,
change direction, and evade defenders.

2. Passing and Receiving

Effective passing and receiving are essential for any successful team. Teach your
players proper passing techniques, emphasizing accuracy and timing. Introduce
exercises that focus on playing one-touch passes and encourage players to
anticipate their teammates' movements. Additionally, emphasize the importance
of receiving the ball with different body parts, such as the chest, thigh, and foot.

3. Shooting and Finishing

Developing strong shooting and finishing skills is critical for any soccer player.
Incorporate shooting drills that require quick decision-making and accuracy.
Encourage players to experiment with different types of shots, such as volleys,
headers, and long-range efforts. Additionally, teach them effective techniques for
finishing in one-on-one situations with the goalkeeper.

4. Defending and Tackling

A solid defense is the foundation of a successful team. Teach your players the
principles of defending, such as proper body positioning, anticipation, and timing.
Incorporate drills that simulate pressing situations and teach players how to win



back possession. Emphasize the importance of teamwork and communication in
defensive strategies.

5. Tactical Awareness

As players progress, understanding the tactical aspects of the game becomes
crucial. Introduce drills that promote tactical awareness, such as small-sided
games with specific objectives or positional play exercises. Encourage players to
analyze the game, make decisions based on the situation, and anticipate their
opponents' movements.

Long Tail Clickbait Title: "Unleash Your Team's Potential with These
Expert 3v3 Soccer Coaching Strategies!"

In , developing skills in 3v3 soccer coaching requires a holistic approach that
focuses on various aspects of the game. By incorporating drills and strategies
that enhance dribbling, passing, shooting, defending, and tactical awareness,
coaches can unleash their team's potential. Remember, soccer is not just a sport;
it's an opportunity to instill important values in young athletes and help them grow
both on and off the field.
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3v3 football training is gaining serious momentum in the world of coaching.
Indeed, at the end of 2019, the German FA stands on the brink of building its next
youth player development programme around it.

As players develop, they need to become truly confident with the ball, and the
best way to achieve mastery is by maximising their touches on the ball. So, how
can we offer lots of interactions with the ball and learn the key principles of the
sport? Through triangles, a shape at the heart of football – in both attack and
defence – which is comprised of three players.

Peter Prickett returns with the follow-up to his 2018 3v3 bestseller with new
practices that link directly into finishing and creating goals. In this sequel to
Developing Skill: A Guide to 3v3 Soccer Coaching, the advancement of the core
principles of football through small-sided games is explored further. This book’s
focus is on the creation and conversion of goal scoring opportunities, as well as
deeper dives into session design to help coaches create better practices.

Developing Skill 2: A Guide to 3v3 Soccer Coaching outlines how you can use
and incorporate the 3v3 method into your training and provides more than 85
ready-to-use, illustrated practices. It also details how best to run warm-ups, how
to work with different pitch sizes and shapes, and much more.

About the author. Peter Prickett is an FA affiliate tutor with a decade of
experience coaching with various organisations. He was one of the first coaches
in England to obtain the UEFA B Futsal qualification. Peter is currently studying
for a Masters in Performance Football Coaching.
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Soccer, also known as football, is a sport loved by millions across the
globe. It captivates both young and old, and fosters teamwork, discipline,
and skill development. As...
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